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The Nostalgia of the Male Tragic Chorus
Abstract
For the ancient Athenians, tragedy was a species of choral poetry, a spectacular new development within a
long tradition of group performances combining song and dance. Modern discussions and receptions of
tragedy have generally focused on what was added as tragedy left its purely choral roots behind: individual
speaking actors impersonating the main characters of a myth. But recently critics have paid more attention to
tragedy's ongoing choral element, investigating not only the particular choruses of individual plays, but also
the tragic chorus's connections to non-dramatic lyric and to the ritual contexts in which most choral song was
performed. We are gaining a clearer understanding of what the chorus became when it appeared in tandem
with the clamorous individuals who dominate tragic plots.
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The Nostalgia of the Male Tragic Chorus 
Sheila Murnaghan 
For the ancient Athenians, tragedy was a species of choral poetry, a spectacular 
new development within a long tradition of group performances combining 
song and dance. Modern discussions and receptions of tragedy have generally 
focused on what was added as tragedy left its purely choral roots behind: 
individual speaking actors impersonating the main characters of a myth. But 
recently critics have paid more attention to tragedy's ongoing choral element, 
investigating not only the particular choruses of individual plays, but also the 
tragic chorus's connections to non-dramatic lyric and to the ritual contexts in 
which most choral song was performed. 1 We are gaining a clearer understand­
ing of what the chorus became when it appeared in tandem with the clamor­
ous individuals who dominate tragic plots. 
Athenian drama came into being as the leaders of choruses emerged from 
the group and began to imitate characters in the myths that were being retold. 
The details of this process are unknown, but by the time of our first extant 
tragedies, in the second quarter of the fifth century nc, two distinct actors were 
a standard feature of each play, and three soon after that. Outside the drama, 
the role of chorus leader also developed into the figure of the choregos, a rich 
individual who assumed the expenses of a tragic presentation, especially the 
funding, training, and outfitting of the chorus. Being a choregos was at once a 
form of involuntary public service, since this role was required by the city of its 
wealthiest citizens, and an opportunity for self-promotion, since the clzoregos 
gained enviable visibility and glory from a successful production.2 
Within the drama, the chorus, which had constituted the entire personnel 
of the performance, was overshadowed by the actors, but never wholly 
For helpful comments and suggestions on this chapter, my thanks to Felix Budelmann and 
Eirene Visvardi. 
1 See especially Bacon (1995), Henrichs (1995, 1996), Goldhill (1996), Gould (1996), Calame
(1999), Foley (2003), Mastronarde (2010), and Swift (2010). 2 The definitive treatment of this institution is Wilson (2000).
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